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During her visit to Sioux Center,

Diet Eman visited local elementary

and high school students where she answered questions about her life during the war.

,..

Things We Couldn't Say is published and performed
Diet Eman joins Dordt production during "Days of Remembrance"
Sally Jongsma

June marks the fiftieth
anniversary of the beginning of
the end of World War II. Fifty
years is a long time-long
enough for some people to
forget what happened between
1940 and 1945.
June also marks the publication of Things We Couldn't
Say, a book by Dr. James C.
Schaap based on the diaries
and personal stories of Diet
Ernan, a seventy-five-year-old
former
Dutch resistance
worker. For Eman, World
War IIis still very real, and its
lessons are ones that we cannot afford to forget.
Things We Couldn't Say is
a touching love story, a gripping account of war experiences; and a powerful testimony to God's faithfulness.
Diet Eman was twenty years
old when the war began.
Engaged to Hein Sietsma, she
kept putting off the marriage
for several years as the war
dragged on. Both Diet and
Hein became leading members
in the resistance movement,
putting themselves in daily
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danger as they forged or stole
identification papers and ration
cards and transported Jews to
hiding places. The resistance
movement in The Netherlands
eventually succeeded in saving
10,000 Jewish people.
Diet recounts near arrests as
she smuggled information
from place to place. And she
tells of her capture, describing
the horror of having to wash
the bloody underwear of Dutch
resistance workers so that Germans could wear them. She
says she still can't let anyone
touch her toes because of
memories of German soldiers
pulling off toenails. She survived the concentration camp,
but Hein did not.
Nevertheless, she praises
God for not only snatching her
out of the clutches of danger
on numerous occasions, but
also for giving her the strength
she needed in very difficult
circumstances.

Today as she reflects on those
years she smiles, thinking about
how difficult it must have been
for Jewish adults to entrust
their lives to a group of twentyyear-olds. "And when I think

about my daughter, Irealize, in
a way I didn't then, how difficult it must have been for my
parents-not knowing if they
would ever see me again."
Schaap first heard parts of
Eman's story in 1990 when
Dordt College hosted a conference on the Holocaust,
called "Suffering and Survival. " After her evening lecture, Schaap offered to write
her story. She was not interested. She had spent years
trying to forget the atrocities
she'd seen-and besides, she
said, she had only done what
needed to be done, just like

dozens of others had.
Eman cites a Roper poll finding that one in five Americans
doubt the Holocaust ever happened as one reason why she
changed her mind about telling
her story. After that, she writes
in the postscript of the book,
"It seemed that whenever I
opened the Bible, something
like 'Tell the great things Ihave
done' stared me in the face."
So nearly two years ago,
Eman called Schaap, and told
him she was ready to do the
book. She chose him over a""
half dozen others who offered
continued on page 8

Reader's Theatre troupe brings the story to life

Dr.

James Schaap was
captivated by Diet Eman's
story from the moment he
heard it. It is a story of suffering, intrigue, faith and, at the
same time, it is a love story.
Schaap captured Eman' s
story in the soon-to-bepublished book, Things We
Couldn't Say, but also wrote
a reader's theatre piece with
the same name. The play

begins with Eman telling
Schaap about her past, but is
interspersed with conversations between her younger self
and her fiance. It includes a
cast of seven and has already
been performed nearly twenty
times in the Midwest. It is
scheduled for that many more
performances

in communities

across the country in the next
year.

continued on page 2
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Hulst announces
his retirement
Dordt's president will step down
in May of 1996
"Dr. Hulst is very
respected for his
world-and-Iife view
and has always
excelled as a
representative and
leader for our
constituency. , ,

At the April meeting of
the Dordt College board of
trustees, President John B. Hulst
officially submitted notice of his
intent to retire at the end of the
1995-96 academic year.
Hulst had intended to retire
in spring 1995 but agreed to a
request of the board last fall to
delay retirement. This spring,
the board approved Hulst's request to retire in 1996, glad that
Hulst is willing to provide
leadership and administrative
When he announced his incontinuity until the end of the
tention
to the board, Hulst
current development campaign.
said,
"It
has been a pleasure to
Dr. Arnold Boeve, board
chairman, acknowledged with serve the college and to work
appreciation the vision and with you as a board, especially
leadership that Hulst has pro- in setting, developing, and imvided Dordt College through plementing the reformational
perspective of the college."
the years.
Hulst says highlights of his
Hulst, a minister of the Christwelve-year
presidency thus fur
tian Reformed Church since
include
initiating
and expand1954, served churches in Ireton
ing
a
program
for
faculty deand Orange City, Iowa, as well
as in Jenison, Michigan, and velopment, initiating a strategic
was a member of the college plan and the long-range planboard before he began his Dordt ning process for the college,
College career as campus pastor and structuring a plan for campus expansion. A recent hurand instructor
in biblical
theology in 1968. He was the dle for Hulst and the college is
college's dean of students from . the establishment of a master
1971-79and served as vice presi- of education program, which
dent for student affairs as well begins classes this summer.
In addition to on-campus adas director of the Dordt Studies
ministrative
responsibilities and
Institute from 1979until becomwork
on
committees
and couning college president in 1982.

cils that shape the Dordt community, Hulst still preaches in
churches, travels throughout
North America speaking on
behalf of the college, and
travels worldwide in several
roles related to church, education, and political involvement.
From 1981-87 Hulst served
as president of the International
Association for the Promotion
of Christian Higher Education
and continues to be active in its
work. He was a member of the
National Board of Citizens for
Educational Freedom. He was
appointed to the Reformed
Ecumenical Council's Committee on Youth and Christian
Education, and he chairs a task
force studying the possibility of
establishing
a Reformed
university in North America.
For ten years he was chair-

man of the board for the
Association for Public Justice.
He served as chairman of the
organizing committee for the
Christian Farmers Association.
He is also a member of the Interchurch Relations Committee
of the Christian Reformed
Church.
The board has named a
Presidential Search Committee
to initiate the search for "the
person called by God to lead
the college after Dr. Hulst
retires." Their concern is to
find a replacement who will
bring to the office "the same
reformational, kingdom vision
and commitment to academic
excellence that has characterized Dr. Hulst's presidency."
The committee is made up of
members . representing
the
board of trustees, the administration, and the faculty.
"The image of the college
president is probably the most
crucial in conducting a major
campaign," says Lyle Gritters,
vice president for college advancement. "Dr. Hulst is very
respected for his world-and-life
view and has always excelled
as a representative and leader
for our constituency. He has
worked hard in laying groundwork and attracting advance
funding for this campaign, and
we are glad he will see the project through to a successful
finish."
"I believe I take insights to
international settings from my
discussions
and work on
Dordt's campus," says Hulst,
"but I also return from other
countries with ideas, realizations, and challenges for the
Dordt community."
0

"Things" puts a human face on the horrors of World War II
and her diary entries, he shaped the
because she had heard him read a book about to be published. "I kept
story. She told him, ''As I listened her Dutch immigrant expressions in
to you read your story at that con- the script, but the publisher decided'
ference, I thought, 'There's a man they had to come out for the book
who can laugh and be serious at the to appeal to a broader audience," he
same time.' " She wanted that tone says.
for her story, too.
"When Diet showed me the
Diet's story, as she tells it through diaries, letters, and mementos, I
Schaap,
is interwoven
with
decided not to fill out and embellish
poignantly touching and sad sec- a plot. I believed I could respect the
tions and at the same time story best by getting out of its way
delightfully humorous episodes.
and keeping her voice."
Telling the great things God has
Being as authentic as possible
done is an obvious focus. An seemed important in respect for
energetic woman, committed to memories that had been locked
helping others even at seventy-five, away for fifty years. "When she told
Eman's wartime entries in her diary . me everything, told it all for the first
and her comments today about time, I knew I was experiencing
God's presence and intervention in something that most people would
the lives of herself and others reflect never have the opportunity to do."
genuine piety and a Reformed comSchaap discovered that Eman
mitment to live her love for Christ.
feels everything deeply, quickly, and
Schaap taped a solid week's energetically. "She would cry easily
worth of Diet retelling the events of as she told the story, but the next
fifty years ago. Using those tapes moment she would be chuckling
continued from page 1

Things We Couldn 't Say will be published in late June by
Wm.B.
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Eerdmans

Publishing

Co. ISBN 0-8028-3763-8.

about pulling the wool over the eyes
of the Germans."
Eman's passion for life is still evident. A retired nurse, she volunteers
with several relief projects each
year. She spends time working with
disaster assistance groups, nursing
with medical teams in poverty
stricken areas of South America,
and volunteering with the Red
Cross Language Bank in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, where she lives.
And she still fights injustice. Her
latest effort involved a migrant farm
worker. While translating for the
man's wife during her pregnancy
and delivery, she learned he had
been cheated by a car dealer. She
confronted the dealer and, with the
help of a lawyer friend, convinced
the dealer to make things right.
Today, as she looks back, she still
feels that despite the high price she
paid for involvement, she would do
it again. Living her faith gave her
no other choice.
0
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Around campus

One hundred seventy-five

people traveled to eleven service locations across North America from March 17 - 26. Most of the groups left Dordt at the same time.

Students give Spring Break to PLIA
Harambee Christian Ministry Center in Pasadena hosts one group
Luke Schelhaas

Harambee
Christian
Family Center is the locus of
an urban ministry started by
John and Vera May Perkins
more than ten years ago. The
neighborhood had been taken
over by gangs, and John and
Vera May decided
that
something had to be done.
Claiming the power of God,
they began to purchase drug
houses from gangs and moved
Christian families into them.
Before long, the Perkins owned
a string of houses on two
blocks and the Harambee
Center sprang up as a haven for
neighborhood children.
The Perkinses might not use
the word, but Harambee is a
haven to this day. Children
come to the center after school
to do homework, to play games
with their friends, and to
receive tutoring. The staff at
Harambee, headed by John and
Vera May's son Derrick, cares
for the social, academic, and
spiritual lives of community
children. They are not first of
all teachers or guides or guardians (though they are these
things), but friends. They have
brought hope into the lives of
these children and, therefore,
into the community. They

represent the possibility of
beating the odds.
Although it is not volunteer
work for them, the staff
receives little pay, for the mission is funded solely by donations. But the energy they all
put forward is a labor of love.
It was encouraging just to work
and fellowship with them for
a single week. And it was fun.
We got to know many of the
employees as well as Derrick,
John, and Vera May on a very
personal
level. It was a
privilege to serve them and, in
so doing, help them continue
a vital mission.
The Perkinses and their staff
are involved in the process of
creating a school at the
Harambee Center. As a part of
this process there are many
safety codes that must be met,
so much of the work we did
during our week in Pasadena
was in preparation for that. We
pulled out a very big tree and
poured part of a sidewalk in its
place. We also poured a driveway, drilled post-holes for a
railing in the amphitheater, dug
and planted two gardens, and
did a lot of painting (fences,
houses, faces, etc.). We also
did some work to fix up John
and Vera May's home, the last
of the drug houses purchased.

A few days into our stay, we the them very well, and it
were joined by an unexpected
became obvious that kids are
group of thirty-six college stu- kids wherever you go. These
dents on a service project from were the happy and energetic
Washington. Admittedly this kind-they had big hearts and
was a bit awkward at first, but smiles, as big as any of the
we worked things out and children I know in Sioux
came away with some new Center. But their lives are
friends. Together as a team of harder; their home lives are,
fifty workers, we were able to for the most part, less desirable
accomplish more than we and they live in relative povcould have separately.
erty, attend dangerous schools.
Our group of fifteen grew They are constantly being
very close during this week, in bombarded by the pressures of
our work and play, and espe- drugs and violence
cially through our devotions.
and gangs. HaramWe spent some afternoons in bee is a second
downtown
Pasadena
and home for children
visited Hollywood and Venice such as theseBeach on our day away. At no smiling kids who
time was the line between rich have seen more in
and poor made so evident than their lives than I
when we returned to the have in mine.
Harambee Center after seeing
What you learn
Beverly Hills. The neighboron PLIA is not
hood in which we stayed was how to work, but
not run-down; the houses and how to love. Seryards were in fact quite well- vice is a part of
kept. But it was obviously poor that love, but so is
and, we were told, rather talking and teachdangerous. Of all that we did ing, so is playing
there, the most enjoyable and a game of basketpersonally meaningful was our ball against five
interaction with the children of .inner city kids less
this community. Some of us than half your
were able to tutor them, others height and age,
had opportunity to play and and letting them Children of the community
talk. We got to know some of win.
0 Dordt students-and so did

loved the interaction
the students.

with

Seniors

Senior reflections
Each year closes with a senior
chapel. Several individuals
share with underclass students
their reflections
on their
education at Dordt College.
We 've included some excerpts
from this year's final chapel to
let you hear what three seniors
said to the rest of the students
in their final week at college.

Bev Doppenberg,

Freda Kaastra, and Sharon Vander Kruk look ahead with excitement

and a tinge of sadness.

Tracing a common journey through Dordt

"Grandma" Celia De Stigler celebrates
with graduate Vivienne Tuma from
Uganda. Vivienne's sister Dorothy, a
student at UCLA, and Peter Medema,
a fellow Ugandan, now living in Minnesota, took the place of her parents at
the May 6 graduation.
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Rob Byker
Last night, as I started
wondering what I would tell
you this morning, I tried to
figure out how to explain all
those enthralling ideas and
concepts that make up my
Dordt experience. I began to
remember some of the things
I'd learned in my history
classes, but realized that not
everyone gets goosebumps
thinking about the causes of

the Presbyterian Schism of
1836.
So I decided to talk about
our journey together at Dordt.
I believe that every member of
the Class of '94, whether they
are in engineering or physical
education, biology or history,
has had three common experiences on this journey.
We have all had an awakening experience sometime during our freshman year. Maybe
it was during a 3 a.m. debate,
or maybe it was during a
Western Civ test, or maybe it
was during the first meal in the
Commons. I found out during
the two-mile run during junior
varsity basketball tryouts. I
suddenly realized, "This isn't
high school, and no one seems
to be admiring my letter
jacket." In our first year,
Dordt awakened us to the
possibilities of the adult world,
even if we did have a 12:00
curfew.
We have all had relationship
experiences.
Some of the

friendships that I have here
with students and professors
are the deepest friendships I've
ever had. I won't forget the
friendships that were forged
during shaving cream fights
and late night study groups.
Many find their spouse here.
I won't forget a campfire one
evening when I met my
girlfriend.

, 'Part of this
religious worldview
experience is
the realization how
big the love
command is."
All of us have also had a
reformed experience here. Actually it's been more of a
worldview experience. We've
been
introduced
to
a
worldview
experience
in
Philosophy 20 I, and GEN 300
and countless other classes and

chapels. We've realized that
we can go out into this world
and know that we have a
hope in a world that seems to
everyone else to be decaying.
We have hope because we
know that our world truly
does belong to God-our
history,
biology, physical
education, and engineering
belong to him.
For me, part of this religious
worldview experience is the
realization how big the love
command is. When I came I
thought of the love command
in an individual way-me
loving another person. That's
part of it, but now I see that
it also means to be caretaker of creation, to be a person fully engaged in my community, to love my brothers
and sisters in Christ-also
those who are poor and oppressed. As we begin to
understand that love command
let's realize how big it is and
how awesome its requirements
are for us.
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Learning to
value relationships
Lisa De Vries
am now graduating with a
Every time we go some- degree in social work. God
where new, whether to college took me through a lot of diffor the first time or at the ferent things to bring me to the
beginning of a new year or point where I am today. He
finding a new job, we must was constantly preparing me
begin building relationships . to become involved with
families and individuals who
are hurting and are in need of
"Living like
help.
To begin to let God work in
there's no tomorrow
our lives, we must pray for
means loving all
direction. We must be open to
what God is calling us to do
you can today."
with our lives.
Another thing I have learned
with those around us. This that I would like to stress to
process is not always easy,
you is the value of our relationyet we must realize that God ship with God and our relais leading us into a new part tionships with others. These
of our lives, constantly prepar- relationships greatly impact
ing us for what the future our lives. We must not forget
holds.
Thessalonians
5: II, which
God really can work in your calls us to continue to enlife. I believe that we often courage one another and build
limit ourselves too much.
each other up.
When I first came to Dordt I
I think this quote sums it up,
was a math major. For a
"Living like there's no tomorlong time I believed that this row means loving all you can
is what I was meant to be. I today. "

Taking full advantage of
your college education
Kevin Jordan
The first thing that comes
to mind when I think about
Dordt are my talks with
professors. Yes, most of the
talks
centered
around
schoolwork, but there were
also talks about choosing
a seminary, the direction
of the institutional church,
and whatever
else came
up. Professors are people
even if a lot of them have
the same first name-Dr.
You can learn much from
talking to them, especially
the ones in your field of
study.
Second, don't blow off

Announcing the search for a

President
for
Dordt College
Voice readers are invited to make nominations or inquiries for the position of president of Dordt College, to be filled when Dr. J. B. Hulst
retires in the summer of 1996.

your classes. Never think that
you won't use a class that
you have taken here. It
may take a while, but at the
strangest
time you will
remember something from a
freshman class that helps
you out on a paper when you
are a senior. Ask questions in
your classes and push the
professor. There is nothing
like getting in a good discussion with a professorand GEN 300 is a good place
to start. You pay too much
money in the registration line
to keep quiet in class. Once

"You pay too
much money
in the registration
line to keep quiet
in class."
you graduate you will miss
dealing with problems and
coming up with solutions.
Third, take time to have
devotions. We are taught at
Dordt to apply Scripture to all
areas of our lives, but we need
to know the Word to do that.
The Bible tells us of God's
redemptive history. It tells us
how to live.
D

The reality of graduation became very
real during exams when a moving van

rolled up to move engineering major,
Long Ho to his new position with
Rockwell International in Cedar
Rapids,IA.

The college will seek, in its new president, an individual who will continue to lead the institution as it provides excellent Christian higher education from a distinctively Reformed perspective. The ideal candidate will
combine scholarly insight with charismatic leadership, practical
managerial skills with creative vision, energetic action with discerning
judgment.
If you know of someone who has the gifts and background to lead a
vibrant, growing Christian college into the next century, please write
the secretary, Presidential Search Committee, Dordt College, 498 4th
Ave. NE, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.
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Grotenhuis ends 35 years as choir director
Sally Jongsma

Dale Grotenhuis was known to his colleagues and friends as Jack, to his students

as Mr. G.

FOR JACK
GROTENHUIS
March 12, 1993
Professor
Grotenhuis,
Mr. G., dear Jack, 1 wish 10
address words of thanks to
you on behalf of the Dordt College

choir

alumni,

several

hundred of whom have been
singing their hearts. out for you

all day.
Four years ago this spring, I
sal in the rear of a nearly
empty airplane boundfor Sioux
Falls the night before a threeday rehearsal here with a Dordt
alumni choir headed for
Europe.
We flew through
midwestern thunderstorms half
the slate of Iowa wide and
40,000 feet high, the plane
rocking

and rolling.

Never mind the rough ride, I,
with a Sony Walkman clamped
on my head and fear in my
heart, worked at my musicPurcell, Handel, Faure' and
Grotenhuis, the bass of which
needed to be learned by
tomorrow.
Leaving the airplane

in Sioux

Falls, a flight attendant who had
been strapped in a few rows
back said to me, "We heard you
singing. It was very reassuring.
How could you?"
Though the flight attendant
had no clue what I was talking
about when I replied, every
Dordt singer here recognizes instantly what I meant when I
said, "I really didn't mind this
rough airplane ride tonight. But
tomorrow, if I don't know this
music, I stand a terrifying
chance of having to rehearse it
solo in front of a whole choir of
my friends. "
The reason, of course, is you,
friend. Because of you, and
because most things of worth, of
beauty, come with a price tag:
hard work, significant time,
prayer, sacrifice, and a dose of

--
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anxiety. Worthy praise takes
preparation. We thank you!
Why is it that 250 of us here,
Dordt singers and musicians,
and hundreds who couldn't be
here, all live with whole concerts of choral music lying in
our memories? Leaping to
awareness, these songs invite us
to hum, whistle, sing, tap our
fingers, and dance. A repertoire
of the heart.
Sweeping out the garage, we
may belt out the great introduction to the "Hallelujah" from
The Mount of Olives or a
soprano solo in Schubert's
"Omnipotence."
How come
old, odd male chorus tunes still
sound so great rattling off the
glass tiles of the shower: "Aura
Lee,"
"Livin'
Humble,"
"Sweet Betsy From Pike?"
U'hy, at Christmas, do we still
have Buxtehude on the brain?
Why does "My Peace 1 Leave
with You" evoke tears? Why,
baptizing our children
(or
grandchildren), does "Children
of the Heavenly Father" seem
so right? Why, driving from
Gallup to Farmington over the
vast, painted mesa under an
endless blue dome of western
sky, does "Were the whole
realm of nature mine, that were
a present far too small. Love so
amazing, so divine, demands my
life, my soul, my all" come so
naturally?
Because of you. Because worthy praise requires preparation
AND passion. The soaring line
from
"0 Lord God"
by
Tschesnokof is our motto, "I
will sing to the Lord as long as
I live. "When we get it right, it's
because of grace and because of
you!
We, Dordt College choir
alumni, are grateful that you,
having received of God such a
great gift, gave it and gave it
and gave it! And we say,
"Thanks, thanks, ever thanks!"
John Rozeboom

March
12 was a day of
memories and excitement for
Dale Grotenhuis. Two hundred
and fifty concert choir alumni
returned to campus to participate in a concert in honor of
his retirement from thirty-five
years as Dordt's
choral
director.
Former concert choir members came from Washington,
Vermont, Texas, and many
states in between to join in a
celebration of the gift of music
as they had learned it from a
master director and teacher.
Both they and Grotenhuis
knew that it was a once-in-alifetime experience to sing with
250 people
who shared
something both tangible and
intangible.
Grotenhuis says the day was
one of mixed emotions.
Although
flooded
with
memories of people, events,
and songs, he needed to keep
focused to successfully carry
out the all-day rehearsal and
final evening concert.
"It was a very communal experience with a deep level of
communication between all
present," he says. "For me, it
was the greatest musical experience ever."
Grotenhuis's music career
began almost by default. He
enrolled at Calvin College intending to become an architect.
It took nudging from a wellmeaning advisor, who happened to be in the music
department, and a part-time
job directing a church choir
while in college to lead him to
mUSIC.

Composing was an avocation
already in high school. He
wrote a march for his high
school band that was played at
his graduation. At Calvin he
composed the school's alma
mater and, while in the army,
he served as conductor of the
Second Army Band Male
Chorus and chief music arranger for the band. He has
since gained national recognition for his composing, with
more than fifty pieces published by leading choral
publishers. His works have
been recorded by such groups
as the Gregg Smith Singers and
Chanticleer, and he has received the coveted McGowan
Award for his outstanding con-

tribution to choral music in
Iowa. He is frequently commissioned to compose original
works and regularly serves as
judge at music contests and
conductor at choral festivals.
Grotenhuis came to Dordt at
the urging of then president
Rev. BJ. Haan in 1959, when
the college was still a two-year
institution. Planning to stay
only a couple of years to get the
music program established, he
directed choir and band, and
taught all other music courses
offered. The years accumulated
one at a time.
For four years Grotenhuis
was the music faculty. His
choirs, in those early years,
became the face of Dordt College for many parents and supporters. The choir traveled to
communities, bringing good
music and taking back recognition and good will for the college. The trips were a joint effort between Grotenhuis and
his wife, Eleanor. He prepared
the choir; she helped plan the
details of the trips and kept
things moving on the road.
He remembers the early
years fondly, but realistically.
It took a lot of time and energy
to wear so many hats. And the
music department, like most
departments at that time, was
squeezed into less than adequate space as the college grew
rapidly. The completion ofthe
current music building, he
says, "almost made him stop
being crabby." It also provided
a wonderful place for faculty
and students to do their work
and is one of the things he will
miss when he leaves this
spring.
But what he'll miss most is
working daily with students in
his choirs, passing on his love
for choral music and together
creating offerings of praise to
God through their craft. On a
practical level, he'll miss having a choir to try out his composition ideas.
"I'm addicted to teaching,"
he says. "I've really enjoyed
every part of it-except the
meetings and interruptions.
There is so much joy in service. It's a blessing to enjoy my
daily work as much as I do."
Probably the greatest joy has
been watching young people
grow spiritually and intellectually, he says. "Students often
don't see the gradual changes

they make as they go through
college." But professors do,
and it is exciting to be able to
point out and encourage
growth.
Grotenhuis's main goal has
been to have choir members
leave with a love for music in
general and choral music in
particular. "And the textual expression is just as important as
the sound of the music," he
believes. He does not apologize
for choosing
to perform
primarily "sacred" music during his career. He cites letters
and comments from alumni
who tell of the joy of texts leaping into their memories in
situations ranging from quiet
joy to intense grief. "They live
with the text so long that it
becomes a part of them and is
often there for them for the rest
of their lives," he says.
But his emphasis on text is
certainly not at the expense of
technique, as anyone who has
been in his choirs or attended
his rehearsals knows. He is inflexible about commitment to
rehearsals. He is demanding
and precise about vocal production, trying to give his
choirs what he calls a colorful
and interesting blend.
"I believe strongly in a
natural, non-manipulative approach to the human voice. I've
enjoyed choosing voices with
interesting "colors" and then
allowing those colors to be retained while developing a
blend through uniformity of
vowels and a basic similarity
of tone production. I never
worked to get all students to
sound alike, rather to have each
of them sing as well and as
healthily as they could."
Grotenhuis is ending his
Dordt College teaching career
with a concert choir trip to
Eastern
Europe
in May.
Following that he plans to
begin composing full-time.
"I've always wanted more time
to compose," he says. Early
retirement will allow him to do
so. He also hopes to continue
conducting. "As long as my
health is good, I'll continue to
make guest conducting appearances. And who knows,"
he adds, "maybe in a year or
so I'll organize some kind of
semi-professional choir."
And that's about as close to
retirement as he plans to get for
the next few years.
0
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Thirty years of change and growth

Dr. Louis Van Dyke is remembered for his dry sense of humor and personal concern for his students.

Van Dyke brought history to life
Sally Jongsma

Dr.
Louis Van Dyke
never wanted to teach. He
graduated from college as a
German major with a minor in
history because he was intrigued with languages and
loved reading history books.
Drafted
shortly
after he
graduated in 1951, he put off
deciding on a career for two
years while serving in the
army during the Korean War.
Now, forty-three years later
and preparing to retire, Van
Dyke looks back fondly on a
. long and successful careerin teaching.
His career didn't start out as
well as it ended. When Van
Dyke returned to Lynden,
Washington, from his counter
intelligence assignment in Germany in August of 1953, he
not only needed to readjust to
civilian life, but also to his wife
and a nearly one-year-old son he
had never seen. And then there
was the matter of supporting
his family. Finding a job was
not easy after the war.
Three weeks into the school
year, the history teacher at
Lynden Christian
became
terminally
ill with bone
cancer. The school needed a
teacher urgently; Van Dyke
needed a job just as urgently.
He agreed to fill in for a few
months and, in the meantime,
look for something more
permanent.
"The first six weeks nearly
killed
me,"
Van Dyke
remembers with a long sigh.
He immediately decided that
one semester was all he could
take. But by the end of the
term, things had turned
around. "The students were
pretty tolerant, and I almost
began to enjoy myself," he
says. At the end of the year,
he was ready to continue.
"I decided almost im-
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mediately that if I was going
to be a teacher, I was going to
be a good one," Van Dyke
says. So, taking advantage of
the GI bill, he enrolled in a
graduate program in history at
Western Washington University. A year later he began
teaching social studies at Watson Groen Christian School in
Seattle and eight years later
came to teach history at Dordt
College.
Van Dyke's stint in the army
turned out to be more than just
an interlude before his career.
It helped shape the teacher and
person he is today.
Because of his German language skills, Van Dyke was
sent to Germany instead of
Korea. He was assigned to
counter intelligence, conducting surveillance, investigating
loyalty, and reading mail. "I
became rather adept at opening locks," he now recalls
somewhat ruefully, explaining, "It was the era of Joe
McCarthy, and I was an ardent
defender of his ideas.
Everyone was convinced
that the Korean conflict would
be the beginning of World
War III and the only way to
fight it was to ferret out all
communists. I firmly believed
that what I was doing was
right. "
Today he feels much differently. "Much of the reaction was hysteria. The dangers
of communism were simply
not what they were made out
to be," he says. Several years
later, in a graduate course on
Hitler,
he saw alarming
parallels. "Hitler used communism as an excuse to rise to
power. It could have happened
again. I was part of an absolute
violation of people's civil
rights. "
The experience changed
Van Dyke from a self-confessed conservative republican

to
an
•'unrepentant"
democrat, as his colleague Dr.
Mike Vanden Bosch jokingly
describes him. But more important than changing any
political party affiliation, it
made him challenge ideas in an
attempt to understand what
drives them and the people
who promote them.
Van Dyke says he has tried,
in his teaching, to make
students think about why
events happened, not just
know that they happened.
"We need to know what to
keep and what to change," he
says, adding, "That is the only
way we can learn from the
past.' ,
Thinking through issues has
always been a priority for Van
Dyke. His department colleague of thirty years, Arnold
Koekkoek, says Van Dyke
always enjoyed discussing
issues, speaking his mind
forthrightly. For many years
the college's token democrat,
Van Dyke always stressed that
differences of opinion should
not be taken personally.
"Disagreeing with someone
does not mean you dislike
them," he has repeatedly said.
This climate helped create the
freedom for students to articulate and express their own
thoughts and ideas.
A recent graduate's letter to
Van Dyke upon his retirement
shows that Van Dyke was
successful.
I want to thank you for
challenging me to think and
analyze. You were not content to have us memorize
facts, faces, and dates; instead you pushed us to probe
and investigate. There were
instances, such as in History
of Native Americans, where
you had us wrestling with
questions for which there
were no clear, easy, or concrete answers. Because of

Thirty-one
years is a
long time. It takes effort to stay
fresh for that long. It takes
flexibility to move with the
times.
Much has changed at Dordt
College since 1963 when Lou
Van Dyke arrived to teach
history. With increased emphasis on cross cultural
understanding, Van Dyke had
to develop expertise in areas
that were only footnotes in his
formal education. Today in addition to studying the history
of Western Civilization, Dordt
students are required to study
the history of other civilizations as well.
Two areas in which Van
Dyke had to develop expertise
were Native American and
Latin American history. His
office walls testify to the interest he has developed in
these cultures. In fact, he lists
a summer faculty development
trip to Latin America as one of
the high points of his teaching
career.
But Van Dyke has been part
of changes, too. One of them
is his own style of teaching. "1
used to think students were receptacles into which you poured
information, " he says with a
chuckle. Today he is a firm
believer in active participation
of students in his classes.
"At one point I realized that
when I walked into the room to
begin class suddenly all talking
and interaction
stopped.
Students are much more willing
to talk in small groups." They

this constant questioning and
discussion,
we left our
classes
with a clearer
understanding of the events
that have created the worlq
we experience today. More
importantly, we learned how
Christians fit into the world
and how we can best carry
out our role in it. Thank you
for the skills you shared and
for making history alive and
exciting.
Koekkoek, too, looks back
appreciatively on a lifetime of
working
and
laughing
together. "Lou always knew
his subject matter and never
stopped studying, but he never
took himself so seriously he
couldn't laugh."
"We didn't always agree on
everything, but professionally
he set an example and standard
that I always tried to imitate.
He was a stimulus to good
teaching. "
0

also formulate their own ideas
better when they have to express
opinions. So for the past years,
Van Dyke, who tells a good
story and loves to do it, has
changed his classroom to
capitalize on both strategies.
His students have also
changed. "Students in the sixties didn't accept things easily.
They were interested in making
society better. They were
idealistic." Van Dyke recalls
defending students who questioned the way things were.
"We have to take covenant
promises seriously," he says,
adding, "Many of those
students who were considered
the most troublesome then are
pillars in our communities
today. "
In general, Van Dyke feels
today's students are more
realistic than idealistic. They
are concerned with getting a
job and keeping their GPA
high. Those concerns affect
the choices they make about
how they spend their time and
even what courses they take.
But, he adds, each era has its
strengths and weaknesses.
Van Dyke is putting off
complete retirement for at least
another semester, since he has
agreed to teach Native
American History yet next
year. "It helps keep me in
denial about actually quitting," he quips, adding, "I've
always said it's better for people to ask why you're quitting
than why you aren't. It's time
for me to make way for someone else."
0

"Van Dyke says
he has tried, in
his teaching, to
make students
think about why
events happened,
not just know that
they happened."
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Around campus

Dordt continues its
relations with Russian
•
teachers zn
Kharkov

Chapel becomes "B.l. Haan Auditorium"
Dordt' s first building to
be named after a person will
be called the B.J. Haan Auditorium. At its recent meeting
in April, the board of trustees
approved a recommendation
from President J .B. Hulst to
name the chapel/auditorium in
recognition of the leadership
and contributions of Rev.
Haan to the college.
Haan became involved with
starting a Christian college
soon after he arrived in Sioux
Center as pastor of First Christian Reformed Church. But he
did more than sense the need
for a Christian college in the

Midwest. He worked diligently
within the community to build
support for the institution and
to help set its reformational
direction. As president for
twenty-five years, Haan worked tirelessly to bring together
a strong committed group of
academic and administrative
personnel and to promote
Christian education at all
levels.
"We hope that the events
scheduled and the crowds
gathered in the auditorium will
continually reflect the kingdom
vision that clearly directed
Reverend Haan' s life and
work," says Hulst.
0

Six
members of the
Dordt College community
left May 18 for a month's
stay in the Ukraine and Russia.
Five faculty, and one student
-will
spend three
weeks
teaching
at the Kharkov
Pedagogical
Institute
in
Ukraine. They will close out
the month by touring the
Moscow area.
The trip is organized by
the International Institute of
Christian Studies. This is the
second year a team of Dordt
faculty has agreed to teach at
Kharkov. Dr. Dary I Vander
Kooi of the communication
department is the only team
member who also took part
last summer. New to the
project
are Dr. Russell
Maatman, professor emeritus
of chemistry;
Dr. Wayne
Kobes, professor of theology;
Lorna Van Gilst, associate
professor of English; and Dr.
Beryl Hugen, associate professor of sociology and social
work.
Kristen
Kobes,
a
sophomore at Dordt, will accompany the professors as
assistant.

The goals of the trip are to
improve Kharkov students'
English conversational skills,
acquaint them with various
aspects of American life, and
help them become familiar
with the Bible. American
government,
professional
sports, holidays, and education options are just a few
of the topics the professors
will address in lectures. Other
topics include social relationships,
mass
media,
religious cults, creation and
evolution, American stories
and poetry.
This special three-week session of American studies is not
part of the Ukrainian statesubsidized
education,
so
Kharkov students must pay for
the option on their own. Last
year attendance at main lectures averaged eighty students,
and nearly 100 took part in the
evening Bible studies.
Dr. Helen Golubeva, who
was guest professor at Dordt
for the 1994 spring semester,
will serve as tour guide for the
team's visit to Moscow. The
group returns to Sioux Center
on June 20.
0

"Things" cast relives the story of Diet Eman and the Dutch resistance movement
continued from page 1

Dordt students, Larissa Lighthiser and
'Rebekah Sanford, and professors,
David Schelhaas and Arnold Koekkoek
are part of the cast playing "Things We

Couldn't Say" in Minneapolis in June.

--

8

Like Eman, Schaap believes
that the stories of World War
ITneed to be told. "People don't
read as much as they once did,"
says Schaap, who feels that
'Presenting the story through different media will allow it to
reach more people. The movie,
"Schindler's List" has created
a new climate of awareness of
the Holocaust. "We live in a
non-historical culture. Young
people don't first of all dis-

believe the Holocaust, they
simply don't know about it. "
On a much smaller scale,
"Things We Couldn't Say"
tries to do some of what
"Schindler's List" does.
"Things We Couldn't Say"
played at Dordt on April 7 and
8, during "Days of Remembrance, " a national Holocaust
remembrance
week. The
troupe of four Dordt professors and three students
played not only to nearcapacity crowds, but also to
Eman herself, who also visited
local schools and told her story
to young people in the area.
Even though she had seen
the production before, tears
ran down her cheeks after each
performance as she was forced
to relive painful events. They
were
quickly
replaced,
however, by smiles and appreciative words for young actors who were at times overwhelmed by momentarily living her struggles.

Jeri Schelhaas, who directed
the play and played the role of
Diet herself, says, "Students
saw this not simply as a chance
to be on stage, but as an opportunity to participate in,the telling of a true story of the fleshing out of faith." The students,
who were the same age as Diet
and Hein when they made the
decision to put off marriage
and put their lives at risk to do
what was right, couldn't help
but ask themselves whether
they could make a similar decision. "Especially after spending time with Diet and hearing
how she is still working for
justice, we questioned our tendency to want the comforts of
Christianity without the costs. "
Schelhaas adds, "Knowing this
story, knowing Diet, has
changed us."
"Things We Couldn't Say"
will go on tour to several locations in the next year. Schelhaas,
who acts and direct the play, will
travel with one of two casts of

two students playing Young Diet
and Hein. The other parts will
be cast with people from the
local communities.
At present, performances
are planned in Minneapolis
and Wisconsin in June; in
Lynden, Washington,
and
Southern British Columbia in
early October; at Dordt for
Parents'Day, and in Ontario,
Canada, in late October. The
new year will take the casts to
Florida
in January,
and
possibly Colorado in March
and California in May.
As they plan the tour, cast
members say they feel a bit
like missionaries, spreading
the good news of God's faithfulness, the obedience of his
people, and his amazing provision for their lives. Schelhaas
adds, "This production has
also reinforced in my mind the
place of drama as a powerful
prophetic voice, showing not
only who we are, but also what
we should be."
0
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Radio Club helps would-be
announcers learn the ropes

Chewning urges students to be
successful Christian businesspersons
Dr. Richard Chewning,
professor of business ethics at
Baylor University in Waco,
Texas, spoke at Dordt College
on April 18 on the question,
"Can Christians be Successful
in Secular Organizations-both
from God's and the World's
Perspective?" Chewning was
awarded
the university's
Distinguished Educator honor
in 1993. Before his term at
Baylor, he taught at the
University of Washington and
the University of Richmond.
In 1980 he was named the
University
of Richmond
Distinguished Educator.
He has published six books
and more than fifty essays, articles, and short pieces on
business ethics from a Christian point of view.

Chewning listed several
ways Christians can influence
a business positively:
by
modeling high expectations,
by appealing
to mutual
benefits,
by appealing to
prudential self-interest, by appealing to a long range
perspective, and by being
prepared for negative reactions. He cited examples of
Christian businesses that are
successful both in the world's
eyes and in the Christian's.
"God made us all to work,"
he says. "All areas we are
called to are legitimate." He
urged business majors and
others to work hard to embody
the fruits of the spirit and do
a good job working in the
world
of business-for
Christ's sake.
0

shape their one- to three-hour
Siskel and Eben give two segments on the air. Programs
thumbs up! I couldn't take my vary greatly, from classical to
ears off it! raves Joel Siegel of rock to country to jazz and even
the 'Today Show." Come and to poetry. Inventiveness and injoin over one million listeners novation are common. K-ICE
who agree that Todd and Eric gives students room to experiRadio is the greatest show on ment as they gain experience.
The club also teaches responearth. Thursdays from 6-7 on
sibility.
Students need to show
AM650.
The above announcement was up for shifts on time and plan
printed in the daily Campus News what airs on their show. DJs are
to entice students to listen to responsible for bringing their
K-ICE, Dordt's student-run radio own music, and many enclub. But Jeremy Vos, president courage requests. They are
of the club, says that even though given some direction by the
creative information about radio club's music committee, which
shows is printed in the Campus discusses which songs should be
News, most listeners are won played on the air.
Experience isn't necessary for
through word of mouth. Students tune in because they know announcers in the radio club and
most have none. Students,
the person doing the show.
however,
have listened to
The radio club was formally
established in 1992. The idea, enough radio to have some inhowever, has been around tuitive knowledge. KDCR staff
longer. It was the brainchild of spend two weeks at the beginJared Johnson ('93), who worked ning of the year training infor a year and a half to get the dividual club members to use
idea through Student Forum. the equipment. From there they
Now, after two years, it in- are on their own.
Students generally have
volves about thirty-five people.
responded
positively to the proResponsibilities vary, but all
members of the club spend at gramming, although Vos adleast an hour each week on the mits, "It's hard to compete with
air at a regularly scheduled time. stations that are better funded
The club's hours are 6 p.m. to and pay their staff. " Vos, who
I a.m. from Monday to Thurs- does most of the coordinating of
day and on Saturday, and 8-11 the club, hopes to work in radio
p.m. on Sundays. No broad- someday, either in broadcast
casting is done on Friday night journalism or management. His
because there aren't usually hands-on work with Dordt's
radio station and with K-ICE
many people in the dorms.
0
Students have the freedom to confirmed his interest.

, 'Inventiveness and
innovation are
common. K-ICE
gives students room
to experiment as
they gain
experience.' ,

Annual Pastors' Conference addresses issues in the
"T
ogether Around
the Word" was the theme
of Dordt's annual Spring
Pastors' Conference held the
week after Easter. Dordt's
president, Dr. J.B. Hulst, says
the planning committee wanted
to focus on points of agreement within the Christian
Reformed
Church today,
rather than points of disagreement. The goal was to give
leadership toward unity rather
than further fragmenting of the
Christian Reformed denomination.
Speakers
addressed
the
four issues that have caused
the most conflict in the last
several
years.
Dr. Joel
Nederhood of the Christian
Reformed Church's "Back to
God
Hour"
broadcast
ministry,
introduced
the
conference on Monday even-
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mg in a public lecture on
the
conference
theme,
"Together
Around
the
Word." He focused on the
authority of scripture, stressing that living under the
authority
of the Bible
means obeying it, even when
it is politically incorrect or embarrassing to do so.
On Tuesday, ministers and
interested
local
council
members listened to Dr. Albert
Wolters, professor of theology
and classical languages at
Redeemer College, speak on
creation and evolution; Dr.
James De Jong, president of
Calvin Seminary, on women in
office; and Dr. Michael
Williams,
professor
of
theology at Dordt College, on
homosexuality.
Wolters warned against
adopting either a literalistic

or dualistic approach to creation and evolution. Many
Reformed and evangelical
positions today reflect one
of these interpretations,
Wolters says, and neither
are within the Reformed tradition.
Drawing
on the
work of Herman Bavinck,
Wolters says the opening
chapters of Genesis give us
everything we need to know
about the essence of origins
and purpose of man. He explored both hermeneutical and
scientific questions, emphasizing the need for Christian
engagement in the scientific
research on origins.
De Jong called the women
in office debate the most
devisive since the common
grace debate. In both cases,
he believes, the handling of
the issue was more divisive

than the issue itself. People
dug in their heels and refused
to listen to one another. While
De Jong does not believe that
synod has established a case
for ordination of women,
neither is he convinced that a
case
cannot
be made.
Therefore, he urges deferring
ratification, not approving or
defeating the issue at this
year's meeting.
Williams
affirmed
that
God's creational intent for sexuality
is
heterosexual,
monogqmous marriage. But
that assertion is the easy part,
he concludes. Homosexuality
is a pastoral, policy, and
sociological issue that the
church must face. No stance
will offer a painless resolution.
The church's challenge is to
deal
lovingly
with the
homosexual believer.
0
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, 'De Jong called
the women in
office debate the
most divisive
since the common
grace debate."
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Faculty

_

The professional involvements of

Dordtfaculty members outside of
the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educationa/leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these
activities, we hope to provide

fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas, and encouragement as they work to be of service
in Christ '5 kingdom.

Simon du Toit, instructor of
theatre arts, will be touring
parts of Canada and the U. S.
with the repertory theatre
group for two weeks in May.
On June 2, 3, and 4, he will
attend the Christians in Theatre
Arts (CIT A) Annual Networking conference in Minneapolis.
He plans to attend a conference
on developing liturgical drama
in Berkeley, California, on
June 20-24. Du Toit and John
Hofland, assistant professor of
theatre arts, will teach theatre
skills to area teachers and high
school students in a summer
drama camp to be held at
Dordt from July 11-23.
Professor of music Dale
Grotenhuis has had two new
choral works published, "To
You I Call" and "Blessed be
the Name of the Lord."
Grotenhuis recently conducted
a choral festival in California
involving Escondido's Calvin
Christian High School and the
Ontario
Christian
High
School.
Professor of physical education Tom Visker is one of three
editors of a new book released
this May by the Dordt Press.
The book is titled Christianity
and Leisure: Issues in a
Pluralistic Society.
Bob De Smith, assistant
professor of English, pre-

sented a paper titled "Fact and
Fiction in Gascoigne's 'The
Adventures of Master F.J.'"
at the Second Dakotas Conference on Early British
Literature on April 28 and 29.
The paper relates to De
Smith's Ph.D. thesis which expiores two editions of poetry
by G. Gascoigne, a 16th century English writer.
President John B. Hulst
was in Australia from March
16-31. In Perth, Western
Australia, he addressed a
Christian
School Administrators Conference on "Servant Leadership." In Hobart,
Tasmania, he addressed a
Christian School Teachers'
Conference
on "Teaching
from a Biblical Perspective."

Paul Moes

Paul Moes, professor of
psychology, will teach the
research methods component
of a summer seminar in
psychology, part of a program
of summer seminars called
"the Pew Younger Scholars
Program. " The seminars
will be taught on the campus
of the University of Notre
Dame from June 6-26. In addition,
a research
paper
that Moes co-authored with
Malcolm Jeeves was recently
accepted for publication by

the journal Developmental
Neuropsychology. The paper,
titled "Bimanual Coordination with Aging: Implications for Interhemispheric
Transfer,"
deals with the
transfer of motor information
from one brain hemisphere
to another, and the changes
in transfer that occur with
age. The work was completed
as part of Moes' sabbatical
research at the University
of St. Andrews in Scotland last
year.
Calvin Jongsma, professor
of mathematics, spoke to high
school students on the history
of Fermat's last theorem at
Dordt's Math/Science/Computer Science Day March 28th.
Professor of music Joan
Ringerwole will perform on
organ on June 26 at the Hymn
Festival at Maryland College
in Knoxville Tennesee. The festival is the opening ceremony
for a conference planned for
June 26-30. Ringerwole will
also hold an organ recital at
Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, on July 22.
Judy Feekes,
part-time
education instructor,
coauthored an article that was
published in Childhood Education, Winter 93/94. The article
is titled "Let Your Fingers Do
the
Talking- Hands-on
Language Learning Through
Signing." In March, Feekes
presented a workshop at the
Sioux Valley Hospital day care
facility on the value of teaching
sign language
to young
children.
On March 25, Jack Fennema, professor of education,
spoke to CSI District 6 teachers
at Western Christian High School
in Hull on how inappropriate or
sinful responses to fear (fight
or flight) hinder the establish-

ment of both community and
the kingdom.

Dr. Helen Golubeva

Dr. Helen Golubeva,
a
visiting professor from Russia,
has made a number of presentations in the past weeks: to the
Kiwanis Club in Sioux Center,
a women's Bible study group,
faculty and students of Dordt
College, and members of
Hope CRC in Oak Forest, Illinois. Golubeva's
topics
ranged from an overview of
Russia's situation to more personal accounts of being a Russian Christian. Golubeva also
spent time at Calvin College
where she addressed the faculty on the theme, "Forecast
on the Future Development in
Russia. "
Dr. John Van Dyk, professor of education, presented
a paper' 'Collaboration in the
Classroom: Problems and Proposals" at a conference of
Christian teacher educators,
held April 7-9 in Chicago,
Illinois.
Jerilyn Schelhaas, adjunct
professor of English, recently
led a women's retreat at First
CRC in Sioux Center on the
role of confession in building
the body of Christ.

Hugen studies Christian view of social work practice

Beryl Hugen

The
Dordt College
Studies Institute
provides
release time from teaching for
faculty to study issues within
their field of expertise.
Dr. Beryl Hugen, a fellow
of the institute this year,
spent time exploring
the
relationship between Christian
faith and social work practice.
His approach was 10 study
three issues crucial to social
work. Hugen wrote papers
on poverty
and welfare
dependency that are submitted
to journals. He also spent
time on a study of the impact
of secularization on the field of
social work.

"Social work has its roots
in the church. It is based
on Christian
principles,"
Hugen says. Ironically, Protestantism contributed to the
secularization of social work
through
its history
of
denominational
infighting.
As groups of Christians
split apart from each other,
communities began to set
up organizations that could
rise above sectarianism so
those in need could still be
cared for.
Most Christians
today
still try to integrate a privatized
faith into social
values, Hugen says. A more
communal social understand-

ing would
allow
more
thorough
integration,
he
believes. That is why Christian social work programs
are important. But literature
on methods of social work
practice from a Christian
point of view are scarce.
Most of what there is harks
back fifty or sixty years,
before the field became so
secularized. Hugen sees a
need for Christian
social
workers to do more talking
and writing about issues
such as social justice as well
as specific methods of practice. He hopes his work
contributes
to a growing
dialogue in the field.
0

John Van Rys

Assistant
professor
of
English John Van Rys attended the Christian Writers
and Their Communities Conference at Calvin College on
April
21-23.
Van Rys
presented
a paper titled
"Margaret Avison's Acts of
Effacement," a paper exploring the poet-audience relationship in the works of this Canadian writer.
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From The Savior and The Saved

Poems is Pajamas

III. Square

Sometimes you gotla stand
On one(l) leg and hop, squirm, pull
To get into a poem;
Sometimes it's easy-like,
A smooth and slow smiled fit
Feeling like it's putting itself
On you. They are warm
And good to fall asleep in,
Just like some old skin.

Your punctured hand on mine
(mine trembling),
leading me, pulling me toward-what?
Not a decision but a fact.
Or mine pushing yours?
Toward both a fact and a decisionand an acceptance; a resignation.
You resigning yourself, or me myself?
Which one?
Anyway, both of us in it together,
but for different reasons.
Both of our hands in the bowl together. Ten wet
fingers: five for a scapelamb,
five which look similar. And it's not even
a deal, but it's made: I'll take the blame,
you say, you take the guilt-s-but not the
complex. Who is pointing wet fingers
at whom?

Poems is pajamas:
They cling
And with thick fun
Push out the night.
Brian Huseland

The Martin Seven Competition
honors student writers each spring.
Selections on this page are awardwinning pieces from this year's
competition.

Forget fingers.
Thumb
a ride
to Heaven
and we'll
call it square.
Luke Schelhaas
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Dear Jason,

is

I see the yellow bus pull up and
the screech of its brakes echo through
the neighborhood. The eager young-

Jf

is

~d

sters scramble to form a line, always

0-

pushing for the front of the line to
get the best seat. A little boy, with a
flustered look, runs toward the bus to
make it just in time. It's a typical
scene but as I look out the kitchen
window I can see myself standing in
a similar bus line ten years ago.
I walked on the bus with my new
pink coat which was surrounded by
my wool scarf. InNorth Dakota it
sure was cold in the winter. Today as
I pulled myself up the stairs of the
bus, my stomach dropped. Kathy was
not on the bus. I quickly took the
first seat available, which happened
to be over the right rear wheel. My
nerves sent a wave of goose bumps
over my body. Not so much because
of the biting cool air but for the bus
ride ahead.
My breath fogged the window as I
looked out and pretended to study
something. As we got closer and
closer to 8th street I began to anxiously scan the bus. Just as I had
dreaded, most of the seats were filled
with two kids. We were closer to his
house now for the paint got thinner
and thinner on the small houses.
Finally I saw his house now with the
broken gate swinging back and forth
in the strong winter wind. The brakes
screeched to a halt, and the doors
opened letting the cool air filter in. I
swallowed hard as I saw him walk
slowly from his house. His hair blew
out of place as he scuffled onto the
bus with his head hanging low. I
tried to avoid his scared stare as he
walked down the bus aisle. Instead I
noticed that his once white shoes,
now brown from age, had holes on
the sides and on one toe. He was in

to
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desperate need of a new coat and his
jeans were thread thin at the knee. A
brown shirt hung over his body, a
body of an eleven-year-old repeating
second grade for the third time. A
large, sore scab from a sledding accident made up most of his right
cheek. A shy grin, one made instead
of blushing with embarrassment, was
on his face. And Jason stood there,
looking through his thick glasses, and
tried to sort out the blur.
"Find a seat, Jason," the bus
driver said. The words were common

for this stop. Jason walked down the
aisle and not a sound could be heard.
I noticed him looking at the spot
beside me and I quickly looked down
at the floor. My eyes rose suddenly
to Jason's face when he said, "Urn,
could I sit there?" I didn't say a
word but slowly nodded my head
yes. I felt as if all eyes were on me.
Dawn, a third grader, turned around
and said, "Sorry, Julie." For a brief
moment I felt sorry for Jason, but I
continued to stare out the window,

not saying a word.
We finally reached Grace Lutheran
school, and I got off the bus as soon
as possible. I definitely had just had
the worst bus ride of my life. I
mean, sitting by Jason would ruin
anyone's ride, if not their entire day.
Later that morning, Dawn told me
that she was thinking of sitting by me
so that Jason couldn't. I said that I
was all right and that was all that
was said.

The rest of the morning was pretty
normal. Mrs. Pobst, our teacher, had
us do multiplication tables as fast as
we could. I won and got to pick the
P.E. game of the day. We read and
did some worksheets. Mrs. Pobst
spent a lot of time by Jason's desk.
Everything was pretty much normal.
Finally lunch came and my friends
and I ate quickly and then hurried

Neighbor's

Sheryl Vande Kamp

Porch, 4/94

back to our classroom to play games.
It was much too cold for me to go
outside We were in the middle of a
"Sorry" game when an unusual excitement spread across the room.

About a dozen kids gathered around
the window, and I followed. I
couldn't imagine what happened, but
then I saw Jason. Rage was in his
eyes as he tried to hit the other boys.
The teasing had just gone too far,
and even I could see he had lost control. His amos were flying
everywhere, but he didn't hurt the
boys. My eyes widened in horror as I
watched the scene unfold. Maybe it
was in the rage they saw in his eyes
or the potential power they saw in
his amos, but suddenly, they all
grabbed him at once. The Christian
boys threw him down, and he landed
on a sheet of ice. He lay there for a
long time. Mrs. Pobst finally arrived
to help. Then we saw why he had
not moved. His raw scab was frozen
to the ice. As he slowly rose to his
feet, the scab peeled away and blood

slowly trickled down his face. The
other boys had disappeared and the
audience at the window went back to
the warm room for games. I,
however,

had a hard time concen-

trating, realizing his wound had been
reopened once again.
Now, ten years after that bus ride,
I can still see his smiling face, but I
know that he won't remember mine.
My face was just another in a crowd
of uncaring, selfish people. Only my
spot was important. I had forgotten
him. I wonder if he still feels the
sting of the ice and if his house had
been painted a new color. I imagine
his scab has healed now but has left
a deep scar, a scar that will affect
him every time he walks into a

classroom or starts a new job. Ten
years ago I never thought saying
"hello" could mean so much. I missed my chance with Jason, and I will
not forget what he taught me. As for
the other Jasons in my life, I will
smile a little deeper.
Julie Rotman
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Julie Reno firs off a fly.

Baseball qualifies for districts

Dan Byl tries unsuccessfully to avoid the
tag.

Dordt's
men's baseball
team began their season with
a trip to Homestead, Florida,
this spring as a participant in
the 27th annual Christian College Spring Tournament. They
placed third with a 5-3 record.
Coach Tom Visker says the
trip was a great start to the
season. "We played in a
beautiful facility in beautiful
weather and really developed
our skills," Each morning all
members of the tournament
teams joined for devotions and
discussion of some aspect of
the Christian life. "The teams

Basketball Scholar-Athletes named

were spiritually and socially
unified, giving a good base for
playing together the rest of the
day. " Back home,
the
Defenders compiled a record
of 19-~4, qualifying for the
district playoffs as the number
three seed. Although they lost
their first two games to the
eventual championship game
teams, Visker is complementary of his team's play.
"We had five seniors who
formed the core of the team,
creating a good balanced effort," he adds. Their experience helped the team compile the best ever fielding percentage for a Dordt baseball
team. Troy Vander Molen,
Jamie Vander Berg, Todd
Kooiman, Chris Dyk, and Dan
Byl will be missed next year.
Visker says he is very proud
of his team's behavior and attitude toward the game, other
teams, and the umpires. They
even received a note from one

of the Florida umpires commending them for their gentlemenly play and behavior both
when they won and lost. "They
are really committed to honoring the Lord in everything they
do, and it showed," he says.D

Val Gritters

has been
named an NAIA Division II
All-American Scholar Athlete
for the 1993-94 season. Gritters, a forward on the Lady
Defenders' basketball team,
earned her award for a perfect
4.0 grade-point average with
a mathematics major.
On the court, Gritters, a
junior from Hull, Iowa, had her
season cut short due to an injured ankle, but before her injury she led the Lady Defenders
with 10.0 points per game.

Junior Mickey Visser of
Orange City was also honored
as an NAIA Scholar Athlete
for the 1993-94 basketball
season. Visser, a 6'4" forward, averaged 7.7 points per
game with 2.7 rebounds during the past season. He was a
starter for the Defenders under
Coach Rick Vander Berg.
Visser excelled
in the
classroom as well with a 3.84
grade-point average. His major is business administration/accounting.
0

Softball sets offensive records

"T

his team's strength
was its offense," says softball
coach Vonda De Stigter. The
young team broke nine school
offensive records this year
even though their overall
record was only 7-15.
Its weakness
was its
pitching. With no experienced
fast pitch players to lead the
way, De Stigter called on two
freshmen to do the job. Julie
Reno, from Sioux Rapids,
Iowa, had played center field
all through high school. Libby
Kragt,
from Bradenton,
Florida, had experience only
in slow pitch softball. The girls
improved much during the
season, and the team managed
to offset pitching inexperience
with strong offensive team
play.
"This team really loved
the game of softball and
enjoyed being together,"
De Stigter says. Several of
the players plan to live
together next year because of

the friendships developed in
softball.
The Lady Defenders were
led by the only senior on this
year's team, center fielder
Steph Vander Molen. An
NAIA Scholar-Athlete
last
season, Vander Molen set the
school record for her season
batting average of .444 and for
thirty-two stolen bases. She
tied with junior Denise Rowe
for most runs scored at twentysix. "Her strength is her
quickness," says De Stigter.
She was the team captain and
a strong team leader.
Other offensive records set
this year were by Sara
Bareman for twenty-six runs
batted in and for three
homeruns.
The team set
records in batting average,
homeruns, slugging percentage, and stolen bases.
With two pitching recruits
joining the team next year, De
Stigter thinks they have a good
chance to be a very competitive team.
0

Tennis records undefeated season
D ordt' s men's tennis
team finished its first undefeated
regular season.
With sophomores playing the
number one and two spots, Coach
Len Rhoda is already looking forward to next year.
The team began their season
with a spring break trip to
California, playing five matches
in the San Diego and Los Angeles
area. Playingjunior college teams
with over 15,000 students to
choose from proved to be a tough

challenge for Dordt's team, but
gave them invaluable experience
for their season in Iowa.
The team's strength lay in its
depth, says Rhoda. Sophomores
Randy Ten Pas and George
Denisenko proved to be formidable foes for their opponents.
"Both are excellent players and
continued to improve as the
season progressed," says Rhoda.
Ten Pas, a Cedar Grove, Wisconsin, high school player, and
Denisenko, who learned to play
in a Red Army sports club in

Russia (similar to our Boy
Scouts), played pretty evenly,
says Rhoda. Denisenko was
undefeated in singles competition
during the regular season. Seniors
Scott Mawhinney and Tim
Natelborg, three-year starters for
Rhoda, played strong third and
fourth spots and continued to improve throughout the season.
Their wins were crucial for the
team. Russ Natelborg and Devin
LeMahieu completed the starting
roster, adding depth to the
team.
0

Track team combines practice, meets, and service projects
The track team began service project the team year we gained instead." He the 55 and 100 meter dashes,
their outdoor season in Texas
this spring, as one of eleven
groups on volunteer service
projects through PLIA, the
student organization Putting
Love Into Action. The trip,
a first for a Dordt track
team, combined practice, running in meets

For .leff De Koter, a little fun makes the
work more enjoyable.
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and a service

project.
Coach Syne Altena says
planning a trip south just to
practice would be difficult to
justify, because there are only
so many hours in a day that
runners can train. But when he
suggested combining it with a

responded enthusiastically.
Altena set up the project
through a friend in San Marcos, Texas. Students spent part
of their week painting and doing repairs at a community
center
and making
improvements on some local
houses. On those days they
practiced at 7:00 in the morning before they began work.
Two of the days were spent
at track meets, which Altena
feels gave the runners an advantage in the outdoor season.
"Usually we lose some conditioning over spring break, this

feels the trip also helped by
drawing the team together
spiritually and socially.
Both men and women set
several school records in
both indoor and outdoor
competition. Men's records
were set by Mike Schiebout
in pole vault, Timon Rens in
javelin, Ben Christoffels in
400 hurdles and the 55 and
200 meter indoor sprints,
and Matt Howerzyl in the
55 meter hurdles and 110
hurdles. Women's
records
came in shot put by Tereasa
Van Zee, Karmen Spronk in

and four relay events.
"Injuries were relatively
few this season,"
Altena
says. Middle and distance
runner,
Sonya Jongsma,
missed most of the first part of
the season from a bout with
bronchitis, but came back
toward the end.
Dordt will send three participants to the N ALA national
meet at Azusa Pacific University on May 27-29. Van Zee
will throw the shot put,
Christoffels will run the 400
meter hurdles, and Jongsma
will run the 3000 meters. 0
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Alumni surveys give profile of Dordt grads
Occupations of Graduates

Jim De Young

Accounting
as a career
choice peaked among Dordt
graduates of the 80s. Five percent of 80s graduates work in
accounting, compared to threeand-a-half percent of 70s
grads. The percentage went
down again in the 90s, with
less than three percent of 90s
alumni reporting accounting as
their area of work.
That is just one of scores of
facts and figures gathered
through last year's alumni
survey.
The data was gathered
primarily to provide biographical information on individual
alumni, but we also did a
statistical analysis of the data.
The survey data, along with
other information from the advancement office database,
was read into the social
research lab's computers,
where Or. Paul Moes of the
psychology department did
some fancy number crunching.
Since the survey was not designed for statistical analysis,
the results cannot be considered statistically valid. For
instance, the results may be
skewed by the fact that, while
about 55 percent of all Dordt
alumni are graduates, about 75
percent of survey respondents
were graduates. Nevertheless,
the information provides insight into the nature of Dordt's
alumni body and their opinions
about Dordt College.
Not surprisingly, there is a
heavy concentration of Dordt
alumni working in education.
But, looking at trends over the
years since the introduction of
new majors at Dordt, it's clear
that education's
lead over
other careers is likely to dwindle. Thirty-nine percent of
graduates of the 60s work in
education, while less than 16
percent of 80s grads are
teachers or administrators.
The second largest group of
alumni are homemakers, and
a look at the trends by decade
reveals an interesting pattern.
Among 473 respondents from
the 90s, only 20, about four
percent,
are working
as
homemakers. That percentage
skyrockets among 80s alumni
to more than 21 percent, then
heads back down in the 70s
(20.7 percent) and 60s (16.7
percent). Interpretation? Dordt
female alumni are likely to
pursue a career immediately
following graduation, turn to
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Agreement
"I would be likely to encourage my
son or daughter to attend Dordt. "

Agriculture 6%

Creative Art
2%
Construction/
Manufacturing
3%

Percent of Respondents

Agreeing

B4

Other 15%

50s

Ministry

60s

70s

80s

90s

Decade of Graduating Class

4%

~

"My education at Dordt helped
me to develop a
reformational perspective."

Education 22%

Percent

of Respondents

B9

Agreeing

87.7

B7

85
83
81
79

child rearing and homemaking
upon having children, then
return to work when their
children are older.
Another interesting,
and
worrisome, trend is the decrease
in the numbers of graduates going into the ministry. Four
graduates of the 90s indicate
their career direction to be
"pastorate/missions."
That's
less than one percent of all respondents. The 60s saw six percent of graduates going into the
ministry, the 80s, three percent.
With only three classes represented in the 90s, there's still
hope for a turnaround, but if the
current trend continues, seminary recruiters are going to have
to look elsewhere.
What are the growth careers
for Dordt alumni? Not surprisingly, they correspond to the
addition and growth of majors
at Dordt. Business, which was
introduced at Dordt 25 years
ago, is the occupation of 15.6
percent of 80s alumni, compared to less than 10 percent
of 60s alumni. The percentage
appears headed down in the
90s, taking a half-point dip
from the 80s high.
Agriculture, which claims
six percent of the entire alumni
total, is the occupation of close
to eight percent of 90s alumni.
Just three percent of 60s
alumni indicate agriculture as
their career. The addition of
secretarial science as a twoyear program has doubled the
percentage of graduates work-

ing in that field, from four percent of 60s alumni to eight percent of 90s. All of the 22
responding engineers were
from the 80s and 90s, corresponding to the advent of
that major at Dordt,
Occupation is not the only
variable that was surveyed and
analyzed. Page after page of frequency counts, means, standard
deviations and other interesting
numbers were turned out by
Moes and his computer.
Opinions about Dordt College past, present, and future
are among the most interesting
results, and may also prove to
be quite useful, for instance,
to the college's assessment
committee. Dordt's faculty and
academic program got consistently high marks. Better than
three-quarters of respondents
agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement, "My education
at Dordt prepared me well for
my career." Many of those
who disagreed with that statement explained that their current career is different, by their
own choice, from that for
which they trained at Oordt.
And graduates were more likely
than nongraduate alumni to
agree with the statement.
Asked how satisfied they were
with various aspects of the college, alumni ranked the academic
elements the highest. Ninetytwo percent were satisfied or
very satisfied with their major
program. Both quality of instruction and accessibility of in-

structors received responses of
"satisfied" or "very satisfied"
from
96.7
percent
of
respondents.
All of the eight items listed in
the "level of satisfaction" section including accommodations,
extracurricular opportunities,
career planning and placement,
counseling, and financial aid
received a satisfaction level of
75 percent or above. And all
eight items showed gains over
the decades, except accommodations. It seems that today's
students expect a bit more than
their parents did. Maybe the
opening of the new, spacious
Southview Apartments will turn
those numbers around.
Last year, more than 30 percent of Dordt's freshman class
were children of alumni. If
agreement with the statement,
"I would be likely to encourage
my son or daughter to attend
Dordt College," is any indication, that percentage may grow
in future years. Of course, it's
easy for a 90s grad to think that
he will send his two-year-old to
Dordt when she is old enough;
it's quite another matter for a
60s grad to gently nudge her
headstrong 17-year-old in that
direction.
If we do continue to see more
children of alumni at Dordt,
future survey analysis may need
to include comparisons of the
responses of first generation
alumni with those of second
generation alumni. Paul Moes
is going to love that.
0
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Decade of Graduating Class
More than 95 percent of responding alumni
were satisfied with the quality of instruction
at Dordt. However, the number of recent
graduates who check "very satisfied" over
"satisfied"
is nearly double that of early
graduates. Dissatisfaction,
already low in
the fifties, has continued to decrease.

"Extracurricular

Opportunities"

Percent of Respondents
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Decade of Graduating Class
Respondents
who were satisfied or very
satisfied with extracurricular
opportunities
ranged from 84 percent in the fifties to 95
percent in the nineties. Within that group,
the rise in those "very satisfied" increased
by almost 30 percent.
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The CowardlyLion, Tin Man, and Scarecrow in all of us
And, like the Cowardly
Lion, many of us doubt our
courage to face the demands of
work and family and society.
Those around us seem so much
better equipped to be conquerers; we fear that we will
retreat when faced with heavy
fire upon our convictions, or
simply give out on the long
march that sometimes is the
Christian life.
In the Christian community,
we are all, said De Mol, a bit
Scarecrow, a bit Tin Man, a bit
Cowardly Lion. It is the job of
the Christian educational community that is Dordt to help
equip us with the heart and
soul and mind and strength for
the service we are called to
render in Christ's kingdom.
You remember the story. The
Cowardly Lion has the courage
he needs when the pressures
come. The Tin Man's heart is soft
as butter. And the Scarecrow is
the brains of the operation. So
too, having developed our gifts,
we find we have what it takes,
through the grace of God.
As I said at the outset, De
Mol's metaphors
for the
Christian life keep returning to
my mind. I imagine that I will,
for a long time to come, be
thinking about myself and others
as scarecrows, tin men, and

Jim De Young

If the measure of a good
speech is its staying power,
then Dr. Karen De Mol's commencement speech was a good
one. I have found myself making mental reference to it a
number of times in the weeks
since the commencement
ceremony on May 6.
It's especially De Mol's use
of the characters from the
Wizard of Oz that I find myself
thinking about. De Mol's speech
was titled "Dorothy and Dordt:
Becoming Equipped in Community." Though Dorothy made
the title, the Scarecrow, the Tin
Man, and the Cowardly Lion
took center stage in the speech
itself. De Mol compared those
memorable
characters
to
Christians who think they
aren't adequately equipped for
the challenges of life.
Many Christians think, as the
Scarecrow did, that they don't
have a brain, or, at least, as
much of one as people around
them for whom intellectual
things seem so much easier.
Others fear, along with the
Tin Man, that they don't have
the heart for the needs of the
world; that others have more
compassion for the hurting and
needy and lost.

Jim De Young is alumni director.

cowardly lions. I will continue
to remind myself that, though I
often feel inadequate, God has
equipped me for the tasks he has
set me to do. And I will seek out
those opportunities that he has
given, in and through the Christian community, to become ever
better equipped.
I found myself thinking
about these metaphors when
rehearsing my (very minor)
role in "Things We Couldn't
Say," the Jim Schaap readers
theatre piece that is being performed around the country.
De Mol's speech didn't come
to mind because of my own inadequacy as an actor (though
it certainly could have). Rather,
the story of Diet Eman, which
is the subject of "Things We
Couldn't Say," seems so much
the opposite of the story of
Dorothy and her companions.
Diet Eman and her fiance
were members of the Dutch
Resistance involved in saving
the lives of scores of Jews during the Nazi occupation of The
Netherlands.
"No question
about their courage and compassion," I thought to myself as
I rehearsed. "No question of
their brains, either, as they outfox the Germans in this life-ordeath chess game." But, having met Diet, and knowing the

end of the story, I realize that
she, too, was and is a
scarecrow/tin-man/cowardlylion, equipped only through
the grace of God for a time and
a place. Though more terrible
and challenging than any I'm
likely to face, Diet's experiences are an example to me
of how God works his purposes through flawed, frail
human beings such as I.
At the same time, he gives
us people like Diet. He places
us in community with Christians
who are more courageous,
wiser, more compassionate
than we, so that we can 'become better equipped through
their guidance and example.
If Dordt College is doing
what it ought-and I believe it
is-this year's graduates will
leave here better equipped for
the tasks to which God has
called them. The education and
the living environment at Dordt
has been designed for that purpose. Just as important, they
have been surrounded by-and
were themselves-witnesses to
God's equipping grace.
I pray that, as they leave
Dordt, they will find similar
communities, communities of
faith that will continually equip
them for the glorious task to
which they have been callcd.Ll
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Alumni notes
70s
Dr. Evelyn (Van Wyhe) Nikkel
('72),
professor
of
business/sales and marketing at
. William Penn College,
was
recently named the first recipient
of their Professor of the Year
award. Her husband, Tim ('74),
is national accounts manager at
Vermeer. The Nikkels live in
Pella, Iowa, with their three sons.
Ralph and Gwynn (Hoogeveen,'76) Ketel moved from their
dairy in Alberta to a ranch by
Manitoba's
Duck Mountains.
They have seven children, Sid,
13; David, II; Robert, 10; Jack,
10; Kyle, 10; Scott, 9; and
Crystal, 6.
Larry and joan
(Walhot)
Baker
('77,ex'78)
live in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, with their
three children. Larry is the principal at Kalamazoo Christian
High School and coaches the
men's cross country team. On
April 18 he ran in the 98th Boston
Marathon,
as one of 9,102
qualified runners. Larry finished
69th among the men's finishers.
Dr. Daryl and Jane Sas ('77)
live in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. Daryl teaches cellular
and molecular biology at Geneva
College in Beaver Falls and was
recently promoted to associate
professor. He wrote a thesis titled
"A Biblical Perspective on the
Nature of Scientific Activity"
which argues that a scientist's
world view and activity are inherently integrated and illustrates
this argument with examples
from Darwinism and biomedical
ethics. The Sas 's have two
daughters, Katie, 4, and Megan,
9 mo.

Whittier Middle School in Sioux
Falls where she was a team
leader.
Jeff and Annette
(Pol,' 80)
Wensley live in Tripoli, Libya.
Jeff is a staff project analyst for
Waha Oil Company. Annette is a
full-time homemaker and mom to
their
children
and
also
homeschools the two oldest. The
Wensleys have four children,
Stephen, 8; Sarah, 4; Robert, 3;
and Rachel, I.

Janneke VanderKooy

('81) is
working with Wycliffe Bible
Translators in Cameroon, Central
Africa, after a year's furlough in
the States.
Scott and Lisa (Sheeley,' 82)
Wilson live in Des Moines, Iowa.
Lisa is at home with their two
sons, Nick, 2, and Blake, 6 mo.
Scott practices internal medicine
in Des Moines.
John and Gail (johnson,'83)
Brandt live in Sioux City, Iowa.
John is a systems analyst for the
city. Gail is a full-time mom and
works part-time
as church
secretary for First CRC in Sioux
City. They have two sons, David,
3, and Nathan, 4 mo.
Valerie Haarsma (' 85) will
begin a two-year service and
training position with the Christian Reformed World Relief
Committee in September.
jim and Diane (Walhot) Stryd
('86,'83) live in Cloris, California with their children Jennifer,
4, and James, I mo. Jim recently
received his BSRN from Fresno
State University. Diane works at
Vally Childrens
Hospital in
Fresno.

80s
Dawn Kooistra ('80) has been
named
principal
of
the
Chamberlain, South Dakota Middle School. She will complete her
master's degree in educational
administration
from
South
Dakota State University in May.
Kooistra began teaching sixth
grade in the Sioux Falls School
District in 1982. Since 1991 she
has been a middle school social
studies and reading teacher at

Darryl and Shelly (Vos) De
Ruiter
('86,ex'88)
live in
Visalia, California, where Shelly
is a physical therapist and Darryl
is a teacher and athletic director at Central Valley Christian
High School. They will be moving to Orange. City in August
where Darryl will teach at Unity
Christian
High School and
Shelly will work for Therapeutic
Health.

Concert Choir Alumni
Dale Grotenhuis is considering leading an
Alumni Choir Tour to Europe during the
summer of 1995. Approximate dates are
June 21 to July 5, with concerts given primarily in The Netherlands. Additional time
would be spent in Belgium and France. Cost
would be under $2,000.
If you wish to be considered,
please
respond by July 10, 1994 to:
Dale Grotenhuis
2299 Aimie Ave.
Byron Center, Michigan
49315

Kevin and Linda (Folkerts,
'87) Beute live in Chatham, Ontario, where Kevin is a foreman
and heavy machinery operator for
an excavating company. Linda is
an investment and securities
manager for a local bank and is
mother to Taylor, 2 mo.
Dave and Susan
(Kernwein, '88) Proebsting live in Fox
River Grove, Illinois. David
works as a metal salesman. Susan
is teaching sixth grade in Cary,
Illinois, and will be beginning a
master's program in education in
the fall.
Tom and Rachelle (Vander
Stelt) Knapper ('88,'89) live in
Sheldon, Iowa. Tom teaches
Spanish and coaches at Western
Christian High School in Hull.
Rachelle works as a residential
leader/supervisor
at Village
Northwest Unlimited in Sheldon.
They have one daughter, Megan,
5 mo.

Future Defenders
Daryl and Jane Sas ('77), Megan Christine, 8/t2/93.
Veryl and Connie (Steiger) Kooi ('78,'79), Alex Jon, 4/10/94 .
Larry and Mary (Felten,'79) Dulmes, Michelle Lynne, 7/30/93.
Don and Jeany (Steiger) Aupperlee ('81,'80), Kayla Marie, 1/12/94.
Scott and Bev (Van Gelder,'81)
Herrema, Shelby Brianne, 3/22/94.
Paul and Deborah (De Jong,'81) Lindemulder, Austin David and
Devin Ryan, 2/22/94.
Adriaan and Sharon (Van De Weert,ex'81)
Verburg, Jacob Daniel,

1/27/94.
Ron and Lynn Walvoort

('82), Adrianna Marie, 4/21/93.

Scott and Lisa (Sheeley,'82) Wilson, Blake Jonathan, to/21/93.
Mark and Stephanie Jonker (ex'82), Annelies Rachel, 3/22/94.
David and Elaine (Van Grouw) Klemm (ex'83, '80), Reuben Zachary,

horn 2/28/94, adopted 4/7/94.
John and Gail (Johnson,'83) Brandt, Nathan Andrew, t/4/94.
Gregg and Lynette (Zonnefeld) Vande Kieft ('83,ex'85), Joel Peter,
2/19/94.
Jack and Marla (Sturing,'83) De Jager, Jason Michael, 9/20/93.
Adrie and Marla

(SchoIten,'84)

Groeneweg,

Ross William, 3/16/94.

Stan and Aljean (Schaap,'84) Plooy, Gregory Michael, 12/14/93.
Doug and Elly (Kistemaker) Van Zee (ex'84,ex'85), Marcus Riley,
3/22/94.
Wendel and Helene (Herringa) Buys ('84, '83), Rachel Elayne, 4/15/94.
Doug and Susan (Hiemstra,'85) Olson, Michael, 4/19/94.
Jim and Diane (WalhoO Stryd ('86,'83), James Allen, 4/25/94.
Ken and Marlene

(Bosker,ex'86)

Eerkes, Robyn Anne, 3/1/94.

Kalen and Lois (Van Zee) Marra ('86,'84), Hanna Jo, 12/12/93.
Ken and Wilma (Nienhuis,'86)

Rauwerda,

Kenneth Timothy,

born 4/28/93, adopted 4/30/93.
Curt and joan (Tiemersma)
Van Holland ('90, '90) live in
Rock Valley, Iowa. Joan is director of the Sioux land Boys Choir.
She was also soprano soloist for
the Sioux County Oratorio concert in April.
Ron and Marg (Scholman)
Fedders ('91,'89) live in Sioux
Center, Iowa, where Ron is the
accounting manager at NOBL
Labs. Marg teaches elementary
physical
education
at the
Netherlands Reformed School in
Rock Valley.
Allen and Crysta (Bonestroo)
Brummel
('91,ex'92)
are in
Singapore as part of Allen's internship program through the
Protestant Reformed Seminary.
He will be working as an
associate to a missionary.
Nolan and julie (Timmer, '93)
Van Otterloo live in Rock Valley,
Iowa. Julie was recently hired as
a prevention specialist at the
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Center for Sioux County.

Don and Mae (Van Vuren,'86)

wunderink,

Calvin and Kathy (Grussing, '86) Braaksma,

Marriages
Susan Kernwein
('88) and
Dave Proebsting, 10/16/93.
Edgar Veldman ('89) and
Elaine Wiebenga, 7/31/93.
Pat Van Der Aa ('91) and
Dale Gort, 10/16/93.
janine Buffmga ('91) and jeff
Burgsma ('91), 7/24/93.
Todd
Teune
('93)
and
Carolyn Eisses ('93), 7/9/93.
julie Timmer ('93) and Nolan
Van Otterloo, 8/20/93.
Dan' Fedders ('93) and Deb
Sandbulte, 1/29/94.
Cindy Tuininga
('93) and
Gary Bruton, 7/9/94 .

Nicholas Jacob and

Matthew Joseph, 4/7/94.
Ken and Vonda (Isakson) Minderhoud ('86,'87), Jeremy Steven,
2/25/94.
Kevin and Angela (Van Buren) Haan ('86, '88), Jayson Andrew, 2/25/94.
Darryl and Shelly (Vos) De Ruiter ('86,e,'88), Derek James, 1/14/94.
Steve and Kim (Kooistra,'87) Van't Hul, Jonathan Steven, 2/24/94.
Loren and Nancy Gritters ('87), Emily Ruth, 7/23/93.
Kevin and Linda (Folkerts, '87) Beute, Taylor Noelle, 12/3/93.
Calvin and Sandra (Meyerink) Vaags ('87,'87), Elayna Taylor, 2/3/94.
Kevin and Jolene (Sjaardema,ex'88) Bogue, Kayley Jo Frances, 4/22/93.
Kevin and Kim Bolt ('88), Karianne Renae, 5/7/94.

Greg and Kathleen (Bus) Van Soelen ('88, '88), MadelineMarie, 2/14/94.
Glenn and Krista (Groen) Kooima ('88,ex'89), Kelsey Joy, 2/11/94.
Tom and Rachelle (Vander Stelt) Knapper ('88,'89), Megan Renee,
11/23/93.
Kirk and Pam Veeustra ('89), Zachary Lee, 2/13/94.
Delane and Kristin

(Wouters,ex'91)

Wolter, Madison Leigh, 4/24/94.

Kevin and Carrie (Smits) Veenstra ('89,'90), Brennan Lee, 3/12/94.
Don and Paula (Kempema,'90)

Vander Stelt, Logan Richard, 3/16/94.

Fred and Sue (Nyenhuis) Likkel ('90, '90), Noah Christopher, 3/11/94.
Ron and Marg (Scholman) Fedders ('91,'89), Eric Tyler, 1/8/94.
Fred and Amy (Bartels) Wilgenhurg ('91, '91), Siera Dayle, 3/23/94.
Allen and Crysta (Bonestroo) Brummel ('91,ex'92), Dean Ray, 1/23/94.
Chad and Cheryl (Graves) Ringler ('92,'91), Scott Eldon, 4/27/94.
John and Amy (Dyk) Rambadt (ex'91,ex'94), Eric John, 2/27/94.
Kurt and Karen (Lefers) Ackermann ('92, '92), Kendall Lee, 2/28/94.

In Memoriam
Cory Alan Postma, 11/4/93, infant

Cindy Tuininga ('93) is working at Birch Bay Ranch, a
children's camp in Park, Alberta.

Lance Christian, 7/16/93.

Mark and Mary Jane Walvort ('86), Tyler Calvin, 12/20/93.

son of Jerry

and Alyssa (Vander

Stoel) Postma ('86,'88).

Amanda Rose, 3/27/94,
daughter
of Wes and

stillborn
Lynette

Dolleslager ('89,ex'91)
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